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Special points of interest:

This is OSI’ Second issue of the Sight Lines
newsletter.

OSI Returns to MetTech Expo this month
We hope that you will
find it helpful and informative.
Suggestions and feedback are encouraged.
Contact
webmanager
@opticalscientific.com

OSi’s Donn Williams [VP
introducing a new product,
Marketing] and Wil Marsh
our Optical Wind & Visibility
[Systems Engineering] will
Sensor (OWV)
be attending Europe’s most
prestigious Meteorological
Trade Show at the Expo
Center in Brussels, Belgium,
from Oct 21 to Oct. 23.
This year our principal offerings will be our new OWI432 Present Weather and
Visibility Sensor, and MAWOS (Modular AWOS) systems. In addition we will be

and determining present
visibility.
Donn and Wil will be looking
forward to answering questions about any OSI product.
For details regarding the
show visit:
http://www.opticalscientific.com/
_OSI_Events.html

OWV is an outgrowth of existSee you there!
ing technology capable of
measuring wind speed & turbulence over large distances,

Cost-Effective Weather Observing Systems
By Wil Marsh neering -OSI
Director of Systems Engineering
excerpted from METEOROLOGICAL
TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL
AUGUST 2014)

Often the price of
site preparation
of an AWOS is
higher than the actual hardware cost.
Solar power, wireless data dissemination and cell phone
interfaces should be
available as options
when the cost of
providing AC power,

hard data lines, or
telephone service is
prohibitive.
English is normally
used for the VHF
radio weather report
broadcast to pilots.
Sometimes, at the
smaller airports, it is
desirable for a second language to also
be used. For exam-

ple, in Canada some
users prefer the
weather to be broadcast in English, then
in French. The language can be alternated every broadcast. A second language broadcast
should be easily
available as an option. Optical Scien-

tific Inc (OSi) has
taken these principals and applied
them to the Modular
Automated Weather
Observing System
(MAWOS).
Canada has many
small airports that
require a costeffective weather
observing (cont’d)
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Cost-Effective Weather Observing Systems
system option, and the
OSi MAWOS is proving
to be a good solution for
these airports. As of July
2014, the system has
been installed at 10 Canadian airports and another four OSi MAWOS
are scheduled to be installed in Canadian Airports by the end of August 2014. These installations have been either
completely new installations or, in some cases,
an installation to replace
an existing obsolete or
non-performing AWOS.
In the case of a replace-

(Cont’d)

ment installation, existing
wind towers and sensor
mounts are used to keep
the installation cost as
low as possible. The MAWOS configurations for
these airports range from
MAWOS-A (altimeter
only systems) to a MAWOS IIIP, which reports
wind speed, wind gust,
wind direction, variable
winds, temperature, dew
point, visibility, cloud
height, cloud coverage,
altimeter setting and density altitude. Small locally
funded airports around
the world need more cost

-effective, high-quality
weather observing systems. Let’s make these
systems available.
Wil Marsh is OSI’s Director of Systems Engineering, and the prime mover
in development of our
MAWOS project.
Find complete text of this
article in
METEOROLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL
AUGUST 2014

http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/edd3d2fc#/edd3d2fc/140

Optical Wind and Visibility Sensor is being readied for release
Originally developed under NASA, contract as a
successor to the LOA005 Long-baseline Anemometer, the NASVOR
wind speed and turbulence sensor is being
readied for commercial
market with several enhancements to make it
even more useful.
The new product name
will be Optical Wind and
Visibility Sensor.[OWV]
The OWV has several
immediate advantages

over LOA: It is single
ended with transmitter
and receivers in a single
weather-tight enclosure.
Using a corner cube reflector at the target end
the emitted light is directed straight back to
the source regardless of
alignment.

visibility measurement
feature from the long –
running OWI-430
weather sensor series.
The OWV can enhance
existing AWOS and RVR
systems in small airports,
or be used for “fence
line” or open area applications.

All electronics are contained in the unit—no
need for a control box.

For more details scan or
input the link below.

In addition to the proven
LOA design legacy the
OWV will be adding the
http://www.opticalscientific.com/_OSI_Special_Projects.html

Newsletter Contributions
OSI welcomes contributions
to the newsletter, and encourages your submissions.

If you, or your organization, have an interesting
article or news release
you would like to have

published. You are welcome to submit it for review. Just attach it to an
e-mail message and

send it to the web address below:

E-mail: webmanager@opticalscientific.com
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AIMS Now offers OFS to customers in
the Middle East
AIMS (Analytical Instrumentation & Maintenance
Systems) is dedicated to
providing expert service
for analytical instrumentation. It is lead by specialists in analytical instruments and system development; and supported by
a team of service personnel with vast experience
in the field of analytical
and related process automation. Activities are
spread widely in analytical

service, process solutions, with a particular
focus on sulfur recovery
optimization, and equipment related to sulfur recovery. Their Sulfur Recovery Unit offers training
and a central workshop to
those with integration and
testing needs.
Now, Optical Scientifics'
OFS 2000 Optical Flow
Meters have been added
to our product line. AIMS

is considered the fastest
growing analytical company in the Middle East
region. AIMS is OHSAS
18001-2007 and ISO
9001-2008 certified.
If you have any question
about AIMS services, consultation, or any of AIMS
products, scan or input
the link below.

http://www.aimsgt.com/home/

OSi completes development on Laser Level Meter
Utilizing the design expertise developed in our
weather sensors, OSi engineers have developed a
level meter using an infrared laser This new instrument will offer increased
accuracy in measuring
content levels in silos,
storage tanks, grain ele-

vators - wherever precision metering of largequantity materials or consumables is required. Our
adaptive algorithms developed for ever-changing
real-world conditions now
find a new application to
increase efficiency in industry and agriculture.

A joint project of OSI and
Tokind Industries, the
LLM-100 will be fielded
initially in the Chinese
Market. A basic system
can be easily expanded to
handle 4 separate sensor
heads.

OSI will attend the 94th American
Meteorological Society Annual Meeting
January 4-8, 2015
Phoenix, Arizona
The American Meteorological Society promotes
the development and dissemination of information
and education on the atmospheric and related
oceanic and hydrologic
sciences and the advancement of their professional applications.
Founded in 1919, AMS
has a membership of
more than 14,000 profes-

sionals, students, and
weather enthusiasts.
AMS publishes eleven
atmospheric and related
oceanic and hydrologic
journals — in print and
online — sponsors more
than 12 conferences annually, and offers numerous programs and services.

again in the most prestigious conference in the US
Meteorological Science
field. Along with all our
other products, we will be
featuring MAWOS and
LPAWOS systems.
Come visit us in booth
#532.

OSI will be participating
http://www.ametsoc.org/index.html

LLM-100
Laser Level Meter Prototype
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Optical Scientific, Inc. was founded in 1985. We are a research, develop-

The world leader in
innovative optical sensors

ment, engineering and manufacturing firm located in the I-270 high technology
corridor outside of Washington, DC.
We design and build the most advanced optical instruments in the world for
measuring precipitation, air flow, turbulence, and visibility. For nearly thirty years
we have been engaged in a constant research and development program to ensure our position as world leader. Our sensors and systems serve airports, highways, railroads, sea-borne vessels, smelters, power plants, refineries, and hundreds of other commercial and industrial sites around the world.
Our dedicated staff of scientists, engineers, and technicians are constantly looking for new challenges. We take pride in our work, and in delivering superior instruments to our customers.

2 Metropolitan Court Suite 6
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Tel: +01 301 963 3630
Fax: +01 301 948 4674
E-mail: info@opticalscientific.com

OSi is now a member of the

Association of Hydro-Meteorological Equipment Industry
The Association is fully accredited to the WMO and other UN organizations and actively facilitates
interaction and communication between its members and a broad range of international and national organizations, both governmental and private, for the mutual benefit of all parties.
The Work of HMEI
Establish and maintain communication between developers, manufacturers and service providers within the hydro-meteorological instruments and systems industry worldwide and to
provide a forum for discussion and resolution of matters of mutual concern
Represent, communicate and defend, at an international level, the views of the hydro-meteorological instruments and systems
industry, thereby ensuring a voice for the industry in discussions and resolutions concerning designs, standards and operations of
environmental, meteorological and hydrological instruments and equipment
Collect and disseminate, at an international level, information relative to the hydro-meteorological instruments and systems industry
Represent the hydro-meteorological instruments and systems industry by participation as an observer in the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and its Commissions, Committees and Working Groups;
Promote and contribute to standardization world-wide in the meteorological and hydrological fields, including, defense of the interests of its members with relation to rules, guidelines and government policies, such as ISO standardization
Advance the environmental, meteorological and hydrological sciences worldwide

– see our profile at: http://www.hmei.org/company-details/?company_id=27036

Employee News—Sales and Service Department
When you call for repair- Shawn is responsible for Contact Shawn if you
service …..
want to:
Order processing
….you'll be talking to
Submit a purchase
Repair scheduling,
Shawn Taylor. Shawn
order
Shipping/receiving.
came to us as an elecCheck on a shipment
Quick response and
tronic and network instalCheck on status of
assistance for cuslation technician. As Proan order
tomers anywhere in
duction Technician, he
Request an RMA for
the world.
assisted in Sales and
returned items
Anything else we can
Service and won promothink up.
tion to his current post
this year.
http://www.opticalscientific.com/_OSI_Service_Contact.html

Shawn Taylor

